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• Watch it. Study your critter model. 
•  How do the shapes fit together? With an HB or 2B pencil, draw softly the main 

shapes you see. Circle? Oval? Triangle?
•  Think about it. What lines make the circle and triangle shape of a hedgehog’s head 

different from a bird’s? Add lines to make the main shapes more like your model. 
•  What covers your critter? Draw textures like quills, fur, feathers, or scales with a 

darker softer pencil. Should they be short quick lines? What direction? All the same 
way? Every which way? Do you see patterns? Small shapes? 

•  Time to smudge. Use a blending tool to make soft areas you see (like the fur below 
the quills on the tummy of a hedgehog.)

• Look carefully. Add other details - eyes, nose, tail, claws. 

The sun shone on a magical March morning as Monet Mouse looked about 
for leprechauns and pots of gold. He glimpsed movement and noticed lower 
branches waving on a hedge. Why? He tiptoed nearer and nearer. Surprise!  

A little roly-poly ball rolled toward him. Penderwick  the hedgehog! “Tee hee, follow 
me”, invited Monet. “Time for a study!” In the art world a “study” is when the 
artist looks carefully at something and draws it, thinks about it, and really gets 
to know it. From one or more studies, the artist works out how it might become a 
painting, sculpture or another finished piece of art. 

MM and friends had fun sketching the little hedgie from different views: above, 
sideways, behind, when he curled up in a ball and slept, and finally his sweet face. 
All the while, they watched, drew, giggled, studied and talked about what made him 
look like the one and only Penderwick!

Ingredients:
• HB or 2B pencil • Soft pencils: 4B, 5B, 6B or Ebony 
• Kneaded eraser • Blending tool like a q-tip, stomp, or your finger
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Draw a Hedgehog


